LIP index for peptide classification using MS/MS and SEQUEST search via logistic regression.
This study addresses the issue of peptide identification resulting from tandem mass spectrometry proteomics analysis followed by database search. This work shows that the Logistic Identification of Peptides (LIP) Index achieves high sensitivity and specificity for peptide classification relative to a manually verified "gold" standard and also accurately estimates the probability of a correct peptide match. The LIP Index is a weighted average of SEQUEST output variables based on logistic regression models and is a transparent, easy to use, inclusive, extendable, and statistically sound approach to classify correct peptide identifications. Modifications, such as normalizing cross-correlations (Xcorr) for peptide length, adjusting for charge state, and the number of tryptic termini, significantly improve the fit the logistic regression models, as well as increase sensitivity and specificity. The LIP Index also incorporates earlier developed statistical models on spectral quality assessment and peptide identification, which further improves sensitivity and specificity.